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Abstract: This current study aimed to explore the three-dimensional predictive factors of major fit based 

on the latest State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model. The SAFE model emphasized 

psychological fitness including academic aspects, and this psychological fitness was a new approach in 

that it can predict college students' major fit in college environments. This study analyzed the contents 

of related literature to predict and derive the major fit factors of college students and to be a qualitative 

study. This study collected and arranged related factors based on the studies of college students' major 

fit, and analyzed the main concepts and characteristics focusing on the previous studies on the State 

Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model. The major fit-related factors were applied to the 

SAFE model, which was the latest college adaptation model, and three-dimensional predictive factors 

of major fit were derived. The study result showed that the main fit should reflect self-concept fit, goal 

fit, and social fit, as a major fit predictor based on the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) 

model, self-concept fit was derived as aptitude, interest, and personality, goal fit was derived as 

academic motivation, and social fit was derived as teaching-learning relationship. This result suggested 

that multi-dimensional approach was necessary to predict the major fit of college students. This study is 

aimed to enhance the understanding of the major fit of college students and provide important 

implications for effective counseling and career education field.  
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1. Introduction 

College major is a significant topic in the labor economy and education sector, and many factors affect 

major choice, including colleagues, course preparation, preferences, labor market conditions, and 

potential profits. Major selection can be understood as a process that develops over the course of a 

student's education and can have short-term and long-term consequences that are important for 

achievement, progress, and sustainability. Therefore, it is significant for students to be interested in their 

careers and choose the right major for the values, goals, and characteristics they pursue in school[1].  

Entering college has a great influence on deciding on a career path or choosing a job depending on 

whether or not you are confident in your major choice. According to the survey results, it was found that 

Korean students regret their major choice rather than having confidence in their major choice. A survey 

of 400 college students in the fourth grade or higher nationwide found that one out of two students 

regretted their choice of major . In addition, automation will change 50% of jobs within ten (2020-2030) 
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years, and 50% of Korean college graduates will choose jobs that are not related to their majors. In 

particular, three out of ten respondents said they want to change their majors, and the smaller the 

enrollment unit is, the more regretful they are in choosing their major[2].  

The choice of major that fits with oneself increases the major satisfaction and plays a positive role in 

future job and job satisfaction. However, there are cases where students experience inadequateness and 

are unable to adjust to school life because many students choose the school and major for success, future 

employment, and information based on advice or guidance from people around them, rather than 

choosing a major in consideration of their abilities, talents, or interests[3]. In this regard, the importance 

of individual major fit is emphasized as it is required to understand whether individuals achieve fit and 

unity for their majors when selecting majors. When individuals perceive the major fit, positive learning 

outcomes and academic immersion are achieved. Also, since the degree of job, job choice and career 

design to be performed in the future will be determined, the major fit is an important factor for students 

in that it can be directly connected to future career paths[4].  

However, when the major fit is low, it causes problems such as decrease in satisfaction with the major, 

job stress and neurosis, and experiences general dissatisfaction in academic, psychological and physical 

aspects. It can also increase the dropout, which can have a negative impact on students and colleges. As 

the number of students decreases, the number of students who continue studying decreases, so the 

college cannot expect the continuous development of the academic field. Colleges may suffer financial 

difficulties due to the college dropouts and the quality of education. As such, major fit is not only the 

work of the student but also closely connected with the academic development and quality of education 

of the college. In particular, as the interest in major fit has increased due to the dropout of students and 

the expansion of the comprehensive student record system[5], the college utilizes major fit as an 

evaluation factor for college admission[6]. The evaluation items of colleges based on the major fit are 

major aptitude, career development activity, interest, passion, goal achievement attitude and support 

motivation. The reason why major fit is used as an evaluation factor for college admission is that students 

who enter after grasping major fit can reduce dropout due to the increased possibility of academic 

achievement and employment through academic immersion and furthermore, it can prevent the 

consumption of social costs[5]. 

As such, it is reported that the more detailed the major is considered in the college admissions 

screening, the better the fit and satisfaction of the college class and the utilization of major fit will be 

further expanded in college admission as well as in college evaluations. In this regard, the necessity of 

further study is raised by considering major fit as a new type of fit. There are no studies on various types 

of individual-environmental fits for academic performance, and there exists a need for further studies 

on the major fit[7].  

The major fit evaluates whether the major has a suitable aptitude for the major in addition to the 

general academic ability. It includes the major-related academic achievement, the effort process through 

the interest and activities related to the major, the career aptitude, and the exploration process[8]. More 

comprehensive and multidimensional approach is required than major satisfaction and major adaptation, 

which are studied with similar concepts to major fit. Until now, empirical studies have been conducted 

to identify the factors affecting the major fit by focusing on the psychological, academic, and adaptive 

aspects of the major[4]. However, the studies on the prediction of major fit are insufficient, so it is 

necessary to study for the improvement of major fit of Korean college students. 

This study is aimed to explore the three-dimensional predictive factors of major fit based on the latest 

SAFE model. To achieve this purpose, the prior studies of major fit were considered to examine the 

relevant variables and apply them to the latest State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model  

to multi-dimensional analysis of predictive factors of major fit. This study is intended to enhance the 

understanding of college students' major fit and to provide implications for effective counseling and 

career education for college students by identifying the predictors of major fit.  
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Through this study, it was attempted to confirm the importance of college students' major fit and to 

explore the major fit in an efficient direction for colleges and students. The research question is as 

follows: What are the predictors of major fit based on the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment 

(SAFE) model? 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Understanding of Major Fit  

The concept of fit has been viewed as an internal consistency among key strategic decisions or the 

alignment between strategic choices and critical contingencies in either environment (external) or 

organizational (internal) contexts[9]. This study focuses on the interaction factors of the individual 

environment and examines the theory of personal environmental fit. The person-environment fit has 

been a very important concept for human behavior research. Human beings are not independent of the 

environment and act under certain circumstances or environments. However, there is no consistent 

concept of individual-environmental fit yet, and the reason is that the fit between individuals and 

evironments has various meanings such as unity, similarity, harmony, and mutual supplementation[10]. 

Individual-environmental fit can be distinguished by the perspective of a supplementary fit and a 

complementary fit. Supplementary fit occurs when an individual has similar characteristics to other 

individuals in the environment, and complementary fit occurs when the environment complements what 

the individual's characteristics meet or lack what the environment needs. Complementary fit can then be 

distinguished in terms of demand-ability fit and needs-supply fit. Demand-ability fit exists when the 

knowledge, skills, abilities, time, effort, and resources an individual needs can meet the needs of the 

environment, and needs-supply fit occurs when the environment meets the needs of the individual. 

Kristof-Brown[11] attempted to incorporate the concepts of reciprocity, complement, demand-ability, 

and needs-supply. Since human behavior is caused by constant interaction between individuals and the 

environment, individual-environmental fit occurs when individuals and organizations have similar 

characteristics, and either individuals or organizations can provide what the other needs. As individuals' 

perceptions of environmental fit are important to understand their explanations in the environment, it is 

necessary to understand the fit between the person they experience and the environment. However, this 

requires an understanding of the interaction between individuals and the environment, in that it involves 

the understanding that both individuals and the environment are dynamic and always evolving. 

Therefore, the individual-environmental fit researchers have been studying how fit between 

individual-environments can affect individual attitudes and behaviors in various situations (contexts, 

environments). Individual-environmental fit is a major variable that can predict the attitude and behavior 

of the organization members because individuals are constantly influenced by various environmental 

factors such as organization, job, and others, and presupposes that high performance will occur when 

the characteristics of the organization members and the environment in the organization are 

appropriate[12].  

Since the sub-dimensions that constitute individual-environmental fit can have different effects, the 

fit between individuals and environments needs to be considered in a wide range of concepts including 

various aspects of the environment. The categories of environmental fit were divided into individual-

organizational fit, individual-job fit, individual-group fit, and individual-person fit. The view that each 

concept of fit is different was suggested.  

Major fit has recently been classified as a new type of fit. Major fit is divided into needs-supply major 

fit and demand-ability major fit, which is used to better understand the interaction between individuals 

and the environment. Needs-supply major fit is a type of fit between a person's desire and what the 

environment supplies, and from a supply-providing point of view, fit occurs when the environment meets 
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the individual's desire, hope, and preference. In examining the literature, it is evident that students have 

various desires for achievement in academic environment, so the fit of needs-supply major can be seen 

as occurring when students' major needs are suitable for the supply of majors. In terms of demand-ability 

fit, requirements include task requirements, role expectations and institutional norms and abilities 

include the aptitude, time, and energy needed to meet these needs. It implies that when an individual 

can meet environmental needs, the fit occurs, so that students' fit is required in the school 

environment[7]. 

In this trend of subdividing fit classification, there is a difference between fit, demand-ability fit and 

needs-supply fit, but these concepts are ambiguous or overlooked[13]. Therefore, it is necessary to 

establish the concept of fit clearly and systematically deal with the difference between fits. However, at 

the same time, it is also required to consider multidimensionally the concept between fits, considering 

that the fit between individuals and environments is a broad concept that includes various aspects of the 

environment. 

 

2.2 Variables Related to Major Fit 

The individual major fit was based on the concept of the individual school fit, and the major selection 

and the major fit were considered to play a pivotal role in the future as it was most closely related to the 

job to be performed by the college students[14]. The major fit means the degree of matching between 

the two when college students link their values and goals with their majors[15] and affects the dropout 

of students in the college course[5] and play a major role in choosing their own job after graduation as 

well as college life[16]. Students who choose their major without worrying about aptitude or career can 

feel less interested with their major, and dissatisfaction can lead to job stress and interfere with 

motivation. In this case, not only will the major fit be lowered and the school maladjustment will be 

experienced, but also the number of cases where the transfer to a department or school with a high 

employment rate will increase as it becomes difficult to get a job related to major[14]. These results 

show that major fit is closely related to psychology, study, and employment of college students. 

The major fit penetrates the domains of personal characteristics, academic, work experience, and life, 

affecting every aspect of life after entering the college. Specifically, it shows that the major fit is relevant 

to personal characteristics such as individual aptitude, interest and personality. When the characteristics 

and abilities of college students are not suitable for the major, it may be difficult to achieve academic 

achievement during college life[5]. This suggests that individual characteristics such as aptitude, interest 

and personality are the main factors to increase the major fit, as the characteristics of individuals are 

also important in the previous studies related to major-interest congruence and college 

adaptation[17][18]. 

The major fit provides motivation for learning and is an important factor related on career behavior. 

The major has a significant impact on employment[5][14], and the higher the major fit, the greater the 

academic motivation, academic immersion and academic performance. College students feel satisfied 

with their major by recognizing that it is suitable for their chosen major and has a positive influence on 

career setting as they are motivated to learn through this positive sentiment. 

Furthermore, self-efficacy was reported as a significant variable in major fit and academic 

relevance[19][20]. Self-efficacy was identified as an influential factor related to success in the 

curriculum[21]. Students with high self-efficacy tend to continue their tasks persistently in the face of 

difficulties, with greater immersion, attention, and interest to perform a given task. Among the interests 

and self-efficacy of majors, self-efficacy was reported to have a greater impact on major adaptation[22], 

indicating that major fit is related to self-efficacy and can contribute positively to academic immersion 

and academic continuity. 

In addition, the major fit was suggested as a key variable predicting students' adaptation to college 
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life. Majors are emphasized as significant factors in adaptation to college life, and major adaptation 

which is studied as variables similar to major fit and previous studies related to major satisfaction also 

support this. The consistency between students and majors is an important predictor of the satisfaction 

of college majors[23].  

The major fit is combined with the subjective pleasure of studying the major and the positive thinking 

about the future career of the individual, which psychologically achieves the unity between the 

individual and the major, and causes positive results. Therefore, the major fit implies positive attitude 

toward majors or intention to perform duties in the field related to majors after graduation, and affects 

the motivation for major selection and major satisfaction[3]. As such, majoring in college has become 

an important factor in career choice and college life after graduation[5], and it has been involved in the 

quality of employment and career development and ultimately affects life satisfaction[24]. These results 

suggest that major fit not only affects college life adaptation but also expands the scope of career 

development and quality of life after graduation.  

 

2.3 The State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) Model 

Various college adaptation models have been proposed for college students who have lower grades 

and quit college. Among them, the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model was 

introduced in the 29th PURC (Psychology Undergraduate Research Conference) held in UCLA in May 

2020. The State Authenticity as Fit to the Environment (SAFE) model provides a way of integrating past 

models of student performance. This model measures fit along three dimensions: self-concept, social, 

and goal fit and provides a global perspective of how feeling fit in an environment can affect 

performance in this environment. Stat Authenticity as Fit to the Environment (SAFE), a conceptual 

framework for understanding how social identities motivate the situations that people approach or avoid. 

Three types of person-environment fit is outlined: self-concept fit, goal fit. And social fit. Each type of 

fit facilitates cognitive fluency, motivational fluency, and social fluency that promote state authenticity 

approach or avoidance behaviors[25]. 

In the early studies of college adaptation, academic achievement level has been understood as success 

of adaptation[26], but considering that the surrounding environment of an individual has an overall 

impact on adaptation of an individual, it is limited to consider college adaptation simply focusing on 

academic achievement level[27]. The State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model 

emphasizes psychological fitness including academic aspects, and this psychological fitness can be a 

new approach in that it can predict college students' major fit in college environments. In addition, since 

each fit is interconnected, it can activate the cognitive fluency, motivational fluency, and interpersonal 

fluency of college students and increase the major fit, so that it can suggest important implications for 

the major fit based on the psychological fits of college students. 

In the literature about the fit between individuals and the environment, the multi-dimensional aspects 

of environmental factors affecting individuals are presented and the scope is extended. These studies 

presuppose that individual-environmental fit acts as a major variable that can predict the attitude and 

behavior of the organization members, and that high performance will occur when the characteristics of 

the organization members and the environment in the organization are appropriate[12]. It has been found 

that such an individual environmental fit theory can be applied to college[28], and especially, colleges 

are one of the subjects that make students fit, and the success of college life depends on how 

harmoniously and appropriately interacts with these objects, so the most important of the various objects 

is considered as schools and majors[14]. With reference to these results, this study also applied the major 

fit based on the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model, which suggests the fit for the 

college environment because it is considered important. 
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People experience psychological fit in an environment along three dimensions; self-concept fit, goal 

fit, and social fit. The State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model measures fit on these three 

dimensions as well[29]. Self-concept fit refers to the extent to which individuals feel they can be their 

true selves in an environment. Goal fit refers to the extent to which individuals feel like their personal 

goals match the goals they have to pursue within an environment. Social fit refers to the extent to which 

individuals feel accepted among or similar to the others in an environment[25][29].  

In this model, each fit is conceptually identifiable, but in practice the three dimensions of fit are 

disproportionately interconnected. Self-concept fit does not include goal fit, but it can also activate the  

self in situations involving goal oriented behavior. Each type of fit promotes an internal state of 

cognitive fluency, motivational fluency, and interpersonal fluency, leading to approach and performance 

to the goal through true self-awareness. Authenticity is commonly associated with each fit and is also a 

major factor in the tendency to approach or avoid goal[29].  

The State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is presented in [Fig. 1]. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

[Fig. 1] The State Authenticity as Fit to Environment Model (Johnson et al., 2020) 

 

This model specifies three ways in which the environment can be suitable for itself. The term fit refers 

to the characteristics of the environment consistent with its core aspects. At the widest level, a valuable 

self, i.e. self-concept fit and a more specific institutional structure, is goal fit, and social fit that validates 

and accepts social signals and interpersonal relationships. Based on this model, this study explores the 

major fit of college students in a multi-layered manner by applying self-concept fit, goal fit, and social 

fit [29]. Briefly summarizing each fit above, self-concept fit activates the information about self, 

personal characteristics, preference, and memory. Goal fit can increase motivation, participation, and 

interest in situations where the direction of the task is appropriate for the task structure, so if there is a 

positive motivation, motivation can be strengthened[30]. Finally, social fit is related to interpersonal 

relationships, and maintaining and monitoring relationships with others is an important factor. Each of 

these fits promotes cognitive fluency, motivational fluency, interpersonal fluency and leads to 

authenticity, which can enhance self-understanding, preference, motivation, and interaction ability. 

 

2.4 Exploring the Three-Dimensional Predictors of Major Fit based on the SAFE Model  

The first type of fit outlined in the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is self-

concept fit. Self-concept fit promotes cognitive fluency[29], and individual aptitude, interest, and 

personality become the function of major fit. An examination of the literature reveals the self-concept 

of the individual's characteristics, aptitude, interest, and personality are highly relevant to the major fit. 

Therefore, the major fit can be enhanced considering the aptitude, interest, and personality of the 

individual. This is because the said individual characteristics are consistently satisfied and are essential 

factors in selecting the educational environment with the greatest possibility of success[31]. 
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The second type of fit outlined in the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is goal 

fit. The major fit means the extent of fit that the college students' own values and goals are linked to 

their majors[14][15], and can be expressed as the goal clarity that establishes specific plans and promotes 

the actions that follow them. Goal fit is related to motivational fluency and promotes academic 

motivation and academic achievement to increase major fit. In the previous literature discussed about 

goal fit, the motivational effect of goal fit is that one feels that one’s behavior is self-determined and 

becomes a common element in itself[29].  

The final type of fit outlined in the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is social 

fit. The key element of social fit is interpersonal fluency, which occurs in situations where individuals, 

intergroup interactions, or relationships or identities are verified[29]. As an academic community, the 

formation of a teaching-student relationship plays an important role in students' academic commitment, 

motivation, and academic achievement. Especially, the role of the professor was found to be important 

because the major fit has a positive effect on academic achievement through academic commitment[28].  

However, not only the interaction with the professor but also the college students are greatly 

influenced by the quality and quantity of peer interaction[32]. Friendship failure causes students to 

experience isolation and makes it difficult to achieve academic achievement, while friendship formation 

prevents dropout and has a positive relationship with adaptation to major. Peer relationships are related 

to adaptation to learning and attachment to colleges, which is supported in a previous literature[33]. That 

is, it is inferred that the professor-student relationship could increase the major fit because the 

relationship with friends has an important influence on academic achievement, major adaptation and 

major persistence. 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Data Collection Procedure  

The purpose of this study is to investigate the predictors of major fit of college students based on the 

State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model. To this end, the previous studies on the major 

fit of college students were examined and the related variables were presented as shown in [Table 1].  

 

[Table 1] Related Variables of Major fit of Colleg Students  

Authors Variables 

Kim [28] Learning motivation 

Kim [17] Major satisfaction, Major adujstment 

Min [4] Basic psychological needs, adjustment to college life  

Park [6] Self-determination, adjustment to college life  

Seo [32] Personality, self-efficacy  

Xue Jia [19] Self-efficacy, learning commitment 

Yun [3] Major selection motivation 

Lim [6] Aptitude, interest  

Naghmeh et al [7] Academic achievement 

Zhou & Xuan [24] Self-evaluation, Life satisfaction  

 

The concept, components and characteristics of the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) 
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model were examined and the factors related to major fit were identified. The major fit variables 

summarized in the previous studies were applied to the components of the State Authenticity as Fit to 

Environment (SAFE) model to derive factors related to major fit. For this study, literature analysis was 

used to conduct the research procedure, and the factors related to the major fit of college students were 

collected, analyzed and discussed, focusing on the literature related to the major fit and State 

Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model for college students. Through this research procedure, 

by driving the major fit factors of college students based on the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment 

(SAFE) model, educational implications can be used in the college education field.  

The steps above are presented in [Fig. 2]. 
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[Fig. 2] Research Process 

 

3.2 Reaserch Design 

The purpose of this study is to predict factors related to major fit of college students as qualitative 

research. For the study, The research design is composed of three steps as follows. The first step is to 

set up research questions, the second step is to search and select previous studies related to research 

questions, and the next step is to analyze data and collect results on selected research.  

 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The data analysis included previous studies that focused on the major fit of college students in the 

analysis subject; objectivity, strictness, and accuracy are required in the selection process of the analysis 

subject literature[34]. To minimize the omission and to reflect the research subjects to be analyzed, 

keywords were synthesized based on ‘college students’ and ‘major fit’, and data were collected through 

cross-search by putting them into search services such as KCI, RISS (Research Information Service 

System), DBpia, and KISS. The collected studies were used to analyze the factors related to the major 

fit of college students and to predict the factors related to the major fit. The content analysis of the 

research topic was focused on the research subject, the main words, and the research abstract. After 

reading the entire paper, the factors related to the fit of college students were included in the core area. 

After analyzing the concept and characteristics of the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) 

model, each factor of major fit was applied to the SAFE model to derive the SAFE model-based major 

fit prediction factors. 

 

3.4 Reaserch Method Limitations  

The purpose of this study is to derive the factors of major fit based on the State Authenticity as Fit to 

Environment (SAFE) model, which is useful for understanding the difference in interpretation or 

meaning of major fit through qualitative research. However, qualitative research may lack objectivity in 

research procedures and research methods, and it is necessary to provide objective grounds for 

qualitative research that is easy to be subjective. Therefore, the study has limitations that can not be 

applied in other situations. 
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4. Result 

Based on the latest State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model, this study explored the 

three-dimensional predictors of major fit in multiple dimensions. The three-dimensional fit of this model 

was suggested to be connected to the performance of majors by strengthening the motivation for access 

to majors when they recognize true self through self-concept fit (cognitive fluency), goal fit 

(motivational fluency), and social fit (interpersonal fluency). As a result of applying the variables related 

to major fit to the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model based on the previous studies, 

self-concept fit as a predictor of major fit was derived as interest, aptitude, and personality, goal fit as 

academic motivation, and social fit as professor-peer relationship. The results of this study are presented 

in [Fig. 3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Fig. 3] Exploring the Three-Dimensional Predictors of Major Fit based on the State Authenticity as Fit to 

Environment (SAFE) model 

 

5. Discussion 

This research results showed that self-concept fit was derived as aptitude, interest, and personality, 

goal fit was derived as academic motivation, and social fit was derived as professor-peer relationship as 

State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model -based major fit predictors. The first type of the 

three dimensions of fit is self-concept fit, and it is suggested that individual ability, interest, and 

personality are functioning as a match or fit with the major field in relation to the growth of students[31]. 

As such, majors are related to individual characteristics such as individual personality, interest, and 

aptitude, among which aptitude and interest were emphasized as the most representative factors as the 

elements of self-understanding for career choice[8]. This reflects that it is important to understand one's 

aptitude, interest, and personality in majors, and that the more self-conceptualization is made based on 

understanding of oneself, the more cognitive fluency such as academic achievement and grades is 

activated, and the more appropriateness of majors can be increased. Therefore, in order to develop the 

major fit, it is necessary to understand the characteristics and personality of oneself and to promote the 

development of cognitive fluency by embodying self-concept. 

It is noteworthy that even if the individual interest and major consensus are high, the level of major 

adaptation is low[18]. Thus, given that the level of aptitude and interest in a major is high, it may be 

unreasonable to affirm the major fit similar to major adaptation will also be high. The three-dimensional 

fit structure has a smooth approach-performance to the major through the conceptualization of true self, 

where each factor corresponding to fit is mutually influenced and predicted the major fit.  

The second type of fit outlined in the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is goal 

fit. Goal fit is relevant to the increase of major fit when the values and goals that they pursue are linked 
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to their majors and have unity. The higher the fit between individual goals and values, and the more 

situational motivations are given in any environment, the more work engagement, motivation and self-

determination can be promoted[29]. According to goal setting theory, clearly set and recognized goals 

are motivated by self-regulation effect, as well as synchronizing individuals to develop effective learning 

strategies and directly controlling individual activities[6]. Considering that the students who set well 

goals are well adapted to school and the dropout rate falls, it can be said that setting goals for major and 

job choice are very important for college students[33]. The goal is to induce motivation for study, and 

the motivation for study is relevant to the learning of college students. In addition, the higher the 

achievement motivation level, the higher the learning immersion and learning strategy[35].   

The goal is to influence cognitive participation through various motivational processes and 

consequently, it causes differences in learning attitude and performance[36]. Therefore, in order to 

improve the major fit, it is necessary to consider whether their values and goals are appropriate for the 

direction and vision of the major, and to strengthen the motivation of the students to the major and 

circulate them into academic achievement. In other words, the academic motivation of goal fit affects 

the attitude and performance of the major, which is an important factor in predicting the major fit. 

The last type of fit outlined in the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model is social 

fit. Social relationships within the college not only provide students with growth experiences but also 

discover their goals and talents[33]. When college students perceive the major fit high, they have high 

ability to interact with others through social relationship formation and can form and maintain a good 

interpersonal relationship[15]. Regarding major fit, the relationship between professors and peers is 

particularly emphasized in the college. Professor-peer relationships have been reported to be related to 

social, emotional, and physical adaptation as well as to academic performance, academic continuation, 

academic adaptation, academic achievement, and major satisfaction[33]. These results reflect the need 

to expand the positive interaction experience of professor-peer relationships in order to predict the major 

fit and to increase the performance-satisfaction related to the major. For this purpose, it is necessary to 

encourage participation in group counseling for improving interpersonal skills and major adaptation 

programs, and to provide opportunities for forming relationships between professors and peers through 

joint project education and encouraging participation in learning communities. This is because 

developing fluency in professor-peer relationships while experiencing the fit through various social 

structures and interactions related to majors is an important factor in the major fit. 

6. Conclusions  

This study analyzed the three-dimensional fit based on the State Authenticity as Fit to Environment 

(SAFE) model and applied the major fit to the SAFE model in a multi-dimensional manner. The results 

of this study show that it is necessary to establish self-concept and improve understanding of oneself in 

order to improve the major fit. This suggests that the self concept such as personality, attitude, and 

interest of individuals can affect the major fit. Also, if they recognize that their chosen major is suitable, 

they have motivation to learn through satisfaction with their major and positive emotion and experience. 

In this regard, major fit was related to establishing their own goals and developing academic motivation 

factors through goal fit. In addition, the individual-major fit depends on the school itself, major, 

professor, senior and senior students, and the success of college life in harmony with them and 

appropriately interacting with them. Therefore, to improve the major fit, it is important to set goals based 

on the understanding of oneself, to raise academic motivation, establish social relationships, and actively 

form the friendship with professors. 

This study examined the predictors of major fit by applying the latest college adaptation model in the 

situation where research is limited in the field of domestic career education compared to its importance. 

Since the major fit is used in a mixture of the meanings of major interest congruence, major satisfaction, 
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and major adaptation, it is essential to establish the concept of major fit and a theoretical foundation to 

overcome these limitations. Therefore, this study will contribute to the promotion of academic interest 

in related fields by suggesting useful grounds for establishing conceptual knowledge and theoretical 

system of major fit. 

Additionally, the findings of this study are useful as basic data for developing program and counseling 

intervention strategies to improve the ability of major fit in career education and counseling. Although 

there are programs for college adaptation and career competency development in career education and 

career counseling in colleges, systematic education and program operation to improve the major fit are 

insufficient. In the trend of cross-regionalization and major diversification, predicting the major fit can 

help prevent major maladjustment by reviewing the major fit in advance, so it is expected that its 

usefulness will be great in career counseling and education. The findings of this study will contribute to 

the preparation of concrete measures to improve the major fit of college students. High fit of majors 

helps improve major skills and can enhance professionalism in entering major fields in the future, which 

has implications to promote students' career development ability.  

With the introduction of the Liberal Arts Department, the importance of fostering talented people 

majoring in various disciplines is emphasized, and the predictor of major fit can provide implications 

for strategies and policies for cultivating talented people in colleges. The Liberal Arts Development has 

advantages because it strengthens students' choice and provides various opportunities, but many students 

feel heterogeneity in their majors or do not have a sense of belonging to the department.Therefore, the 

predictors of the major fit will be able to raise the purpose of Liberal Arts Development and to suggest 

effective directions for the development of the majors of the school. 

This study has several suggestions and recommendations for future follow-up studies. First, this study 

was analyzed based on the latest State Authenticity as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model, so there was 

a limit to searching for sufficient data because there were not enough previous studies on the model. It 

is necessary to accumulate related to the research and check the effectiveness of the State Authenticity 

as Fit to Environment (SAFE) model in Korea. Second, this study explored that people experience 

psychological fit in an environment along three dimensions; self-concept fit, goal fit, and social fit,. This 

study suggests that there are limitations in comprehensive understanding of major fit. Therefore, in the 

further studies, in addition to the three dimensions, it is required to search further considering the 

multidimensional aspect that can affect the major of college students. Third, the prediction factors of 

major fit derived from this study need to be supplemented in terms of validity. For this, objective 

verification process should be conducted through statistical analysis of major fit predictors derived from 

this study. Fourth, it is necessary to investigate the predictors of major fit by major. Since the factors of 

major fit can be varied and subdivided according to the characteristics of each major, it may be effective 

in practical aspects to search for predicting major fit factors reflecting the characteristics of each major. 

Fifth, it is required to develop scale related to major fit. Providing information on the level of major fit 

through the development of the major fit scale can be useful for career counseling and career strategy 

establishment to increase major fit in the educational field.    
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